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Understanding the Border Environment
Cooperation Commission: ADiscussion
and Analysis of the BECC Certification
Guidelines
by GreggA Cooke'
The North American Free Trade Agreement (hereinafter "NAFTA") is unique among
international trade agreements in that it was specifically negotiated with an awareness of
the environmental failings of earlier trade agreements such as the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (hereinafter "GATT"), and is designed in part, to redress those shortcomings. More specifically, NAFTA contains numerous provisions that preserve the
integrity of health and safety and environmental laws and measures. Its preamble explicitly identifies environmental protection as a priority and states that NAFTA will be
enforced "in a manner consistent with environmental protection and conservation:' and
in a manner which will ".. strengthen the development and enforcement of environmental laws and regulations ... 2
Nonetheless, one of the major criticisms voiced during the debate over the passage of
NAFTA was that NAFTA specifically failed to address environmental concerns, especially
along the U.S.- Mexico border. In response, Candidate, and later President Clinton
announced that he would not support NAFTA unless environmental issues were addressed
in a separate "side agreement" As a result, the three NAFTA countries went back to the
negotiating table in the summer of 1993 and reached two additional agreements, one on
environmental issues, and one on labor issues.
The "Supplemental Agreement on the Environment" created the Commission on
Environmental Cooperation (hereinafter "CEC"), with its Secretariat located in Montreal,
Canada, which was specifically charged with the mission to address the non-enforcement
of environmental laws by one of the NAFTA countries, as well as long-range environmental cooperation and upward harmonization of environmental standards.

1.

2.

Gregg A. Cooke is partner with the Austin office of Haynes and Boone. Before joining the firm,
Mr. Cooke served as an Assistant Attorney General, first as Chief of the Environmental
Protection Division, and later as the NAFTA Environmental Liaison. In the latter capacity, Mr.
Cooke served as the interim general counsel for the Border Environmental Cooperation
Commission ("BECC") on loan from the Attorney General's office. The author wishes to
acknowledge Amanda Atkinson, Texas Assistant Attorney General, and the staff of the Border
Environmental Cooperation Commission for their invaluable assistance.
North American Free Trade Agreement, Dec. 8-17, 1992, U.S.-Can.-Mex., 32 I.L.M. 289 and 32
I.L.M. 605.
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During the negotiations that created the CEC it became very dear that the environmental infrastructure problems of the U.S.-Mexico border must be addressed by a separate, bilateral organization targeted to address specific border needs. As a result, Mexico
and the U.S. agreed to create two organizations, the Border Environment Cooperation
Commission (hereinafter "BECC") and the North American Development Bank (hereinafter "NADBank") to identify and fund environmental infrastructure projects on both
sides of the U.S.-Mexico border.
The CEC and the BECC are often confused by the public, but their distinctions are
clear. The CEC is located in Canada, consists of the U.S., Canada, and Mexico, and its mission is to address broad issues of environmental policy among the three countries. The
BECC is located in Mexico, consists of only the U.S. and Mexico, and its mission is to
address the physical, infrastructure problems along the U.S.-Mexico border.
This article will address the creation and development of the BECC, and provide an
analysis of the criteria recently published by the BECC by which the Commission will
review specific projects as candidates for approval, or "certification" by the BECC.
I.

Background-- Creation of the BECC and NADBANK
During the summer of 1993, representatives of the three NAFTA countries met to discuss negotiation of a "side agreement" on the environment and labor as a result of
President Clinton's public commitments to address these issues. During these negotiations,
the representatives quickly realized that the environmental infrastructure problems of the
U.S.-Mexico border must be addressed in a bilateral context between Mexico and the U.S.,
rather than a trilateral context including Canada. The U.S. and Mexico realized that the
current institutions along this border, induding the International Boundary and Water
Commission (hereinafter "IBWC"), were no longer adequate to address the rapid industrialization of the Mexican border. As a result, negotiations to create a separate development
bank focusing on the border began between the U.S. and Mexico.
Numerous criticisms had been lodged against the traditional model of multilateral
development banks by environmentalists.' Other development banks, such as the World
Bank, the Asian Development Bank and the Inter-American Development Bank, had
proven unresponsive to community needs and had focused on primarily large-scaled projects. As a result, both the U.S. and Mexico recognized the need to create a system that
would be directly responsive to community environmental needs along the border. The
bifurcated NADBank/BECC structure began to emerge, with the BECC designed to evaluate community needs with more "grassroots" representation on the Board. The NADBank
would then become a separate financial arm designed to review the funding for BECCcertified projects.

3.

Zygumunt Plater, Multi-Lateral Development Banks, Environmental Diseconomies and
InternationalReform Pressureson the Lending Process: The Example of Third World Dam-Building
Projects, 9 B.C.L.J. 169 (1989); and Environmental Impact of World Bank Lending, Proceedings of
Hearing Before the Subcommittees of Human Rights and InternationalOrganizationsand on
InternationalEconomicPolicy and Trade 101st Cong., 1st Sess. Sept. 26, 1989.
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By October 1993, the two countries had completed negotiations for an "Agreement

between the Government of the United States of America and the Government of the
United Mexican States Concerning the Establishment of a Border Environment
Cooperation Commission and a North American Development Bank" (hereinafter

"Agreement"). On May 13, 1994, President Clinton issued an Executive Order
4 that implemented the Agreement and brought the BECC and NADBank into existence.
The Executive Order signed by the President clearly demonstrates that the
BECC/NAD Bank incorporates many different perspectives. In section 1, the Executive
Order states:

The Agreement shall also be implemented to advance sustainable development,
pollution prevention, environmental justice, ecosystem protection, and biodiversity preservation and in a manner that promotes transparency and public
participation in accordance with the North American Free Trade Agreement
and the Agreement.
The inclusion of this broad range of both environmental and social goals distinguishes the BECC/NADBank arrangement from any other development bank or environmental
organization.
In addition to the social aspects mentioned above, the legislation creating BECC and
NADBank also included provisions for a community adjustment and investment program
for nonborder communities, defined as those communities more that 100 kilometers from
the border. This program allows for assistance to communities that have been adversely
affected by NAFTA. While examination of this "domestic window" program is outside the
scope of this article, this program -contains broad goals for addressing the impact of
NAFTA upon communities.'
II. BECC/NADBANK Structure
The Agreement creates a ten-member Board of Directors to directly govern the BECC.
Four of the Directors serve ex officio by virtue of their positions: the two Commissioners of
the IBWC, and the Administrator of the U.S. EPA and the Director of Mexico's environmental ministry. The Agreement specifies that the other six directors should be appointed
as representatives of Mexican and American border states and region, including two public
members.' The current members of the BECC Board of Directors are:

4.
5.

6.

7.

Exec. Order No. 12,916, 59 Fed. Reg. 25, 779 (1994).
The legislation also creates a Community Adjustment and Investment Program Advisory
Committee and a program ombudsman. This committee will represent community groups
that will assess the impact of NAFTA upon these groups. The total amount of loans, guarantees
and rants designated for this program cannot exceed 10 percent or the paid-in capital actually
paid by the United States to the NADBank.
Agreement between the Government of the United States of America and the Government of
the United Mexican States Concerning the Establishment of a Border Environment
Cooperation Commission and a North American Development Bank, Nov. 16, 18, 1993, U.S.Can.-Mex., 32 I.L.M. 1545, (hereinafter referred to as Agreement).
Agreement, Ch. I, Art. III, sec. 3 (a).
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United States
Lynda Taylor (public member)
Director, Radiation, To)dcs
and Health Project
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Mexico
Dr. Jorge Bustamante (Chair) (public member)
President, El Colegio de la Forontera
Norte
Tijuana, Mexico

Peter Silva
Deputy Director
San Diego Water Utilities
La Mesa, California

Dr. Rogelio Montemayor Seguy
Governor, State of Coahuila
Saltillo, Coahuila

John Bernal
U.S. Commissioner
International Boundary
and Water Commission
El Paso, Texas

Arturo Herrera Solis
Mexican Commissioner
International Boundary
and Water Commission
Cd. Juarez, Mexico

Carol Browner/Jack Lehman
EPA Administrator
Washington, D.C.

Julia Carabias
Secretary of Environment, Natural
Resources & Fisheries
Mexico City

Ygnacio Garza
Member, Texas Parks and
Wildlife Commission
Brownsville, Texas

Horacio Garza Garza
Mayor, Nuevo Laredo
Nuevo Laredo, Tam.

The Board is required to hold meetings at least quarterly, with at least one public
meeting per year.' However, in order to begin BECC's operation and discuss and adopt
project selection criteria, the Board has met at least five times in 1995, with other special
meetings possible. In addition to private work sessions, the Board has held a public meeting each time it has met, and all votes by the Board have been conducted in public.
The Agreement also creates a binational BECC Advisory Council to advise and consuit with the BECC Board and/or general manager. When all appointments are made, the
Advisory Council will be made up of nine members each from the U.S. and Mexico. Six of
these members will represent states, local governments, or community groups in the
Border region, and three additional public members that include at least one representative of a nongovernmental organization.' The Advisory Council currently meets during the
regular meetings of the Board, but recently the Council has determined that in order to
properly advise the Board on upcoming projects submitted for certification the Council
should meet approximately one month before each Board meeting to review the status of
upcoming projects. The Council will also meet during regular Board meetings.

8.
9.

Agreement, Ch. I, Art. III, sec. 3(c).
Agreement, Ch. I, Art. III, sec. 5.
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The daily operations of the BECC are run by the General Manager and the Deputy
General Manager from the BECC's headquarters in Ciudud Juarez, Chih. Roger
Frauenfelder, from San Diego, California, was named General Manager in February, 1995,
with Luis Radil Dominquez, from Mexico City, as Deputy General Manager. When fully
operational, the BECC will have approximately 22 staff members. Primarily, the staff
brought together in Juarez is a technically oriented group that is designed for the BECC's
primary job of project review and evaluation.
III. NADBANK Organization
The NADBank was created "to provide financing for projects certified by the BECC, as
appropriate, and at the request of the Commission, to otherwise assist the Commission in
fulfilling its purposes and functions."'" The Bank is governed by a six member board with
three board members appointed from each country. Currently, the Board of the NADBank
consists of the following members:
United States
Robert Rubin
U.S. Secretary of Treasury
Washington, D.C.

Mexico
Guillermo Ortiz
Secretary of Finance
Mexico City

Carol Browner
Administrator, U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency
Washington, D.C.

Julia Carabarias
Secretary of Environment, Natural
Resources & Fisheries
Mexico City

William Christopher
U.S. Secretary of State
Washington, D.C.

Herminio Blanco
Secretary of Trade & Industry
Mexico City

Paid-in capital for the bank will ultimately reach $225 million per country over five
years. Each country will also commit to provide additional capital on demand (callable
capital) up to a total of $2.25 billion." These contributions will enable NADBank to have
over a $4 billion bonding capacity. Both the U.S. and Mexico have made their initial $56
million contribution for 1994, and authorizations for 1995 are pending.
Alfredo Phillips, from Mexico City, was named Manager of the Bank. Victor
Miramontes, from San Antonio, Texas, was named Deputy Manager. The Headquarters is
located in San Antonio, Texas.
IV. Creation of Criteria for Project Certification by the BECC
The central purpose of the BECC is to receive, evaluate and certify border infrastructure projects for funding by NADBank or other financial sources. Therefore, one of the
threshold projects facing the BECC was the drafting and adopting of criteria by which

10.
11.

Agreement, Ch. II, Art. I, sec. (a).
Agreement, Ch. II, Art. II. sec. 1.
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potential projects would be evaluated. Pursuant to the Agreement and the dictates of the
BECC Board, the process of creating the criteria was designed to involve extensive public
input. The Commission was required by the Agreement to "establish procedures ...
for giving written notice of and providing members of the public reasonable opportunity to
comment on any general guidelines which may be established by the Commission for
environmental infrastructure projects." "
In the first week of June 1995, the General Manager mailed the first draft of the
Project Certification Criteria to the public, the Advisory Council and the Board of
Directors. The BECC asked the public to respond with their comments in writing by July
15. Following the close of official written public comments, the BECC Board of Directors
held a public hearing on July 28 in Tijuana, Baja California, where the BECC Board and
staff heard comments on the criteria from the public. The BECC received over 75 written
comments from both sides of the border, and received several hundred additional oral
comments at public hearings, both in Tijuana and El Paso.
Following the dose of both the written and oral comment periods, the staff published
a revised version of the criteria. The Board met in public session on August 28, in El Paso,
Texas, to formally discuss the criteria and vote on their adoption. Following a spirited
debate among the Board members, the Board unanimously approved the Criteria pursuant to changes adopted by the Board at the public meeting. The final version of the
Criteria was published in September 1995, with the caveat that after a year of experience in
applying the criteria, the BECC would again open the Criteria for public discussion and
revision. The staff also produced a report that catalogued the written public input and how
those suggestions were integrated into the final version.
A. Analysis of Project Certification Criteria
The Agreement specifies the type of infrastructure projects that are priorities for the
BECC: "...[t]he Commission shall give preference to environmental infrastructure projects
relating to water pollution, wastewater treatment, municipal solid waste and related matters.'" The BECC Criteria elaborates upon these three primary subject areas by providing
the following examples. Water pollution projects could include, but are not limited to: (1)
potable water treatment; (2) water supply systems; (3) water pollution prevention; and (4)
projects to improve or restore quality of water resources.
According to the definitions in the Criteria, wastewater treatment projects could
include: (1) wastewater collection systems; (2) wastewater treatment plants; (3) water reuse
systems; and (4) systems for treatment and beneficial use of sludge.
Municipal solid waste projects could include: (1) landfills; (2) solid waste collection
and disposal; and (3) reuse, recycling, or waste-to-energy projects."
There has been much discussion regarding the fourth category of "related matters!
The Board has determined that at least for now, they will not consider any projects that do
not fall into the first three categories, thereby excluding consideration of hazardous waste
projects or air pollution projects, for example. However, since the policy of excluding these
12.

Agreement, Ch. I,Art. II,sec. 4(3).

13.

Agreement, Ch. I,Art. II,
sec. 2(b).

14.

Border Environment Cooperation Commission, Guidelines for Project Submission and
Criteria for Project Certification (September 1995), (hereinafter referred to as Project
Certification Criteria), See generally,Project Certification Criteria, p.2.
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projects is a Board policy decision, the BECC may broaden this category in the future.
Indeed, the criteria itself leaves the door open by stating that interpretation of the related

projects category "...
will be at the discretion of the BECC Board of Directors on a case-bycase basis."'5 Currently, however, the BECC will not consider projects that do not fall into
the three main categories.
The Criteria sets forth a broad scope of activities for the BECC that emphasizes its
intent to assist communities in planning infrastructure projects. Specifically, while evaluating which projects may be candidates for certification, the BECC may assist localities and
public entities, as well as private investors, by: (1) coordinating and developing environmental infrastructure projects; (2) assisting with planning and design on projects; (3) providing technical assistance to applicants in the development of projects; (4) assessing the
technical and financial feasibility of projects; (5) evaluating social, environmental, and economic benefits of projects; (6) developing public and private financing for projects; and (7)
assisting with the development of a comprehen~sive public outreach and participation plan.
This scope of activities for the BECC reveals that the Commission is not merely a passive review board that will receive projects and review them for financing by the
NADBank. The BECC may provide an extensive array of technical services to potential
applicants. The BECC staff will be actively involved in assisting applicants, primarily
municipalities, in preparing their applications, including giving assistance to potential
applicants in searching for financing, and grants, potentially outside of the financial services provided by NADBank. As will be discussed later, the proposed technical assistance
.program, once fully developed, may advance funds to an applicant for planning and design
in preparation of their application.
B. BECC Application Process and Criteria
1. Step 1:
The BECC application is a two part process. An applicant must first complete a Step I
application that involves the completion of a simple form describing the project's basic
parameters. This form will be used to establish initial project conformance with BECC
objectives and serves as an initial application to the BECC for technical assistance. A copy
of a draft Step I form is attached as Exhibit"1" following this article.
As can be seen from the Step I form, the project information requested includes the
project title, project type, project sponsor information, project location and the amount
and type of potential technical assistance the applicant may require.
A simplified flow chart is attached as Exhibit "2" that outlines the BECC certification
process. Once the Step I form is received and reviewed by the BECC staff, a letter of
acknowledgment will be sent to the applicant. While the Criteria state that "after positive
review of Step I, the Applicant may submit Step IIU"' there is no time line currently developed by the BECC to review a Step I application and respond to the Applicant with substantive comments. Applicants would be well advised to stay in close contact with the
BECC staff to ensure that when the Step I application is reviewed by BECC staff that the
Applicant has substantive feedback prior to submitting a Step II application.

15.
16.

Project Certification Criteria, p. 2.
Project Certification Criteria, p. 5.
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2.

Step II: The Formal Project Submission Process:
The submission of a Step II application to the BECC begins the formal project submission process. This process involves providing the BECC with detailed project information that is organized into eight specific areas: (1) general project description; (2) environment and human health; (3) technical feasibility; (4) economic and financial responsibility; (5) social issues; (6) community participation; and (7) operation and maintenance; and
(8) sustainable development. The greater the detail the project applicant provides the
BECC in each one of the subject areas, the easier it is for the BECC to evaluate the project
and determine the feasibility for funding by NADBank.
Each one of these sections contains "Fundamental Criteria" that must be addressed by
the applicant in order to obtain BECC certification. Each one of these subject areas will be
evaluated in light of these fundamental criteria.
a.

General Project Description
In this section the BECC requests more detailed information than the information
included on the Step I form. Under this section, the Fundamental Criteria are: (a) Project
location -- whether the project is located within the 100 km (62 miles) which is the
BECC/NADBank jurisdiction; and (b) Project work tasks -- whether the budget estimates
are reasonable and can be completed by the applicant."
In this section, it is most important to include an accurate site location map that
would include the area of project impact, specifically including the transboundary impacts
of the project. Unlike projects normally undertaken in only one country, a threshold
inquiry by BECC in every stage of the application process is the impact of the proposed
project on the other side of the border.
The applicant should also discuss here the environmental justification for the project,
including the environmental issues that are addressed by the project and why this project is
the best available alternative to solve those environmental problems.
b.

Environment and Human Health
In perhaps one of the most important sections, the BECC has identified six
Fundamental Criteria in this section: (a) Enhancement of Environment and Human
Health -- each project must address critical heath and environmental needs; (b)
Environmental Protection -- projects must address how the project protects the environment and mitigates negative environmental impacts, if any; (c) Compliance with
Applicable Environmental Regulations -- all applicants must demonstrate environmental
compliance with all applicable environmental laws where the project is located; (d)
Environmental Assessment -- every applicant must submit an environmental assessment
that includes transboundary impacts; (e) Conformance with applicable local and regional
plans -- applicants must conform to zoning and land use regulations where the project is
located; and (f) Conformance with applicable International Agreements -- all proposed
projects must conform with International treaties, e.g., the La Paz Agreement.'"

17.
18.

Project Certification Criteria, p. 7.
Project Certification Criteria, p. 9.
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Perhaps no other section of the Criteria provoked as much comment as did this section.
The primary issues of concern were: (1) How does an applicant demonstrate environmental
regulatory compliance; (2) How does an applicant conform with local and regional conservation plans; and (3) How does an applicant prepare an environmental assessment?
With regard to environmental and regulatory compliance, the Agreement establishes
the basic standard: "To be eligible for certification, a project shall observe or be capable of
observing the environmental and other laws of the place where it is to be located or executed.' 9 The BECC has interpreted this section to mean that a potential project does not
have to meet all of the applicable environmental laws at the time the project is submitted
to BECC for certification, e.g., the proposed projects may not have obtained all the permits
from state or local authorities that would allow the project to operate. Instead, the proposed projects must meet all applicable environmental regulations once the project is actually constructed." As a result, the BECC recognizes that a project may be certified on the
condition that the project will obtain all of the necessary regulatory approvals once it has
been constructed and is ready to begin operation.
This concept of "conditional certification" was a topic of discussion among the members of the BECC Board of Directors. In order for the BECC to work with states on the U.S.
side of the border, "conditional certification" by the BECC is absolutely essential. For example, an applicant obviously cannot obtain a permit to operate a facility before the facility is
constructed, and a state cannot guarantee that it will grant a permit to a facility merely
because it has obtained BECC certification. After consultation with State authorities along
the Border, the BECC staff adopted a more common sense approach that requires the identification of all the environmental authorizations (i.e., permits, licenses, etc.) that the proposed project must have in order to operate. The applicant then must show that they are
capable of meeting these regulatory requirements at the appropriate time under the applicable law.' This standard allows for the BECC certification process to be complementary
with, as opposed to a duplication of, the state permitting process. On a substantive basis, the
BECC does not require an applicant to meet any different standards than those that are
required by the authorities that have jurisdiction over the site, with the possible exception of
additional transboundary analysis requirements for the environmental assessment.
The applicant has a similar responsibility to conform with local land use and zoning
regulations. The BECC criteria do not in any way supersede these laws, nor do they make
them more stringent. The applicant must only list the applicable local and regional plans
that exist for the proposed site and how the project will address them."2
It is in the requirements for the environmental assessment where additional substantive requirements greater than those required by the jurisdiction where the project is located may be imposed on BECC projects. The Agreement states that "[f] or each project located in the border region and having significant transboundary environmental effects, an
environmental assessment shall be presented as part of the application process .
The

19.

Agreement, Ch. I, Art. II, sec. 3(b).

20.
21.

Project Certification Criteria, p. 8.
Project Certification Criteria, p. 8.

22.
23.

Project Certification Criteria, p. 8.
Agreement, Ch. I, Art. II, sec. 3(c)(1).
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BECC criteria require that each assessment include a discussion of possible environmental
effects in both countries."4 Generally, domestic environmental law in the U.S. does not
require a discussion of environmental effects in a foreign country. The BECC's inclusion of
such a requirement adds a substantive requirement to existing U.S. environmental law.
Exactly what information must be contained in this "transboundary environmental assessment" is not clear; however, the BECC is aware that this condition is new and information
on transboundary environmental impacts, especially on the Mexican side, may be limited.
c.

Technical Feasibility
The single fundamental criterion under this section is "appropriate technology,' i.e.,
projects should use a technology "... designed to be constructed, operated, and maintained
in a cost-effective manner to achieve the project's purpose:'2 During the public comment
period, several parties were concerned that the BECC would require the best available technology employing techniques that were too expensive, and therefore inappropriate for use
in a particular project. For that reason, the word "appropriate" technology was used, thereby
acknowledging that cost is an important consideration in examining technological options.
For each of the three BECC priorities, water treatment, wastewater treatment and
municipal solid waste, the criteria require the applicant to include a great deal of technical
data to justify the project, all of which would normally be required to obtain a permit in
the U.S. For example, under wastewater treatment, the applicant must include the quantity
and quality of the wastewater to be treated, industrial wastewater controls, projection of
wastewater volume for the proposed life of the project, etc. In addition, the applicant is
required to justify the choice of the "appropriate" technology, together with a quality control plan for all aspects of the project. An investment timetable requiring a bar diagram
showing the actions to be carried out, investment schedule, stages of progress, and the cost
and source of funds must be included.'
d. Economic and Financial Feasibility
Even though the NADBank will require a potential applicant to submit additional
financial data, the BECC, in cooperation with NADBank, must make preliminary judgments about a project's financial feasibility. The Fundamental Criteria under this section
are straight-forward: "Project revenues must be sufficient to cover debt amortization and
operation and maintenance costs with an appropriate safety margin" 7 NADBank's financing consists of loans, not grants. As a result, the potential applicant must be able to show
with reasonable assurance that the future performance of the project will be successful.
Other considerations will be potential access to grant funding and the amount of owner
equity available for the project."
Notwithstanding the strict financial analysis to be performed by BECC and NADBank,
the BECC may be a resource in obtaining grant funding for projects that cannot totally
finance themselves. If an applicant knows that grants must be obtained to make the project
successful, the BECC certification may assist the applicant in obtaining grant funding.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Project Certification Criteria,
Project Certification Criteria,
Project Certification Criteria,
Project Certification Criteria,
Project Certification Criteria,

p.9.
p. 11.
p. 10.
p.11.
p. 11.
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e.

Social Issues
As described early, the BECC/NADBank system is broadly concerned about the social
impact on the community of a BECC-sponsored project. Under this section, the BECC
wants the applicant to provide information that would help the BECC assess the social
issues that may affect the success of the project. The sole Fundamental Criterion in this
section concerns compliance with appropriate cultural resource regulations, e.g., archeological preservation. 9 The BECC requests that the applicant provide detailed information
on the demographics of the community, description of the current level of environmental
services, and potential economic impacts of the project. In this latter category, the applicant should analyze the number of people that will be affected directly and indirectly if the
project is not implemented, including local employment and economic development
issues. The purpose of this section is to give the BECC staff an overall picture of the economic cost-benefit to the community of proceeding with the project.
Community Participation
The community participation requirements contained in the Criteria also engendered
a great deal of public comment In the first draft of the Criteria, no specific requirements
for public participation were established. However, since the Agreement specifies that the
BECC develop procedures for public involvement, the BECC was required to develop a
system for public input on projects that would be acceptable to residents on both sides of
the border." This issue was particularly controversial on the Mexican side, since Mexican
environmental regulations do not generally require the type of hearings and administrative proceedings open to the public that are required by state and local entities in the
United States. In addition, the Agreement requires that all documents related to a project
must be easily available to the public,3 both in English and Spanish.
A threshold issue for the BECC was whether a public hearing on a particular project
would be organized and conducted by the BECC staff, or conducted by the applicant with
BECC's assistance. The sheer number of projects flowing into the BECC quickly convinced
the staff that there was simply not enough staff available for the BECC itself to conduct public hearings on proposed projects. Instead, the BECC developed the concept of a Community
Participation Plan. As indicated by the Fundamental Criteria, the Community Participation
Plan must submit and implement a public participation plan that is approved by the BECC,
but conducted by the applicant. The end result of the public participation process is to
demonstrate to the BECC the degree of public acceptance of the project.3"
The Criteria require that each Comprehensive Community Participation Plan, in
order to obtain BECC approval, should contain four basic components:
f.

(1) Local steering committee. The applicant is encouraged to develop a local steering
committee made up of diverse organizations in the affected community that can
advise the applicant on the project. The local committee can help the applicant in
designing the public outreach activities to educate the community about the project.
29.

Project Certification Criteria, p. 12.

30.
31.

Agreement, Ch. I, Art. II, sec. 4.
Agreement, Ch. I, Art. II, sec. 4(1).

32.

Project Certification Criteria, p. 14.
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(2) Meetings with local organizations. The applicant must meet with local organizations
to gauge the affect on the community of the proposed project.
(3) Public Meeting. Each applicant must hold at least one public meeting that has the following characteristics: (a) Public notice of the time and place of the meeting in the local
media thirty days prior to the meeting, with project information available in both
English and Spanish; (b) The applicant must provide an oral briefing on the project and
hear public comment on the project; and (c) The applicant must maintain minutes of
the meeting, which will include the names of the participants and the comments made."
Following the completion of the public hearing, the applicant must make a written
report to the BECC demonstrating a successful completion of the participation plan that
shows the depth of community support for the project
The BECC staff, Board of Directors and Advisory Council will participate, when
appropriate, to ensure compliance with the plan. Although it is not contained in the
Criteria, the proposed Advisory Council guidelines suggest that members of the BECC
Advisory Board will be encouraged to attend the public meetings on projects and report to
the staff and Board on compliance of the applicant's meetings with the public participation standards. 1
The Board of Directors also adopted a resolution during its Brownsville meeting on
September 28 that authorized the General Manager to adopt guidelines to allow for greater
public participation on individual project proposals as required by Ch. I, Art II, section 4(2)
of the Agreement. Essentially, the interim guideline proposed by the General Manager establishes a monthly publication from the BECC that gives the general public notice of public
meetings on proposed projects, together with publication on the Internet of the public meetings on the individual projects. As a result, any interested person on either side of the border
will know at least thirty days in advance when public hearings on projects are scheduled.
On the Mexican side of the border, these public participation criteria create a new
standard for public transparency that generally does not exist in Mexican law. The criteria
allow the BECC staff some flexibility in approving a public participation plan, but the
minimum requirements of the BECC for public participation are still a fundamental
change for Mexican applicants.
The public participation criteria for U.S. applicants are generally less stringent than
the requirements of state or federal environmental law. The public hearings required by
the BECC can be combined with the hearings that are already required under applicable
U.S. law. Generally, if an applicant has complied with the public participation process outlined by state and federal law, the BECC public hearing requirements can be satisfied by
proper coordination with the BECC's staff.
g. Operation and Maintenance
The fundamental criteria in this section require that an applicant include an operation
and maintenance program that contains a program for emergency planning, an occupa33.
34.
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tional health and safety plan, and, where applicable, a pollution prevention plan, facility
closure plan, and post closure plan. While the NADBank, rather than the BECC,may be
the responsible agency for monitoring compliance of the applicant's operation, the BECC
wants to ensure that the applicant has correctly addressed these issues in order to "... detect
and correct any shortcomings in operations at an early stage in order to reach planned
operational efficiency levels as soon as possible.'""
Sustainable Development
The inclusion of sustainable development goals as a fundamental part of the BECC
process was revolutionary, according to some environmental organizations. Championed
by Board Member Lynda Taylor from Santa Fe, New Mexico, the Board institutionalized
the principle recognized by President Clinton in the Executive Order that established the
BECC and quoted at the start of this article. The BECC defines sustainable development as
"... that which meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs."' The BECC also establishes the following sustainable development principles:
h.

I.

Human beings are at the center of concerns for sustainable development. They are
entitled to a healthy and productive life in harmony with nature;

II. The right to development must be fulfilled so as to equitably meet developmental and
environmental needs of present and future generations; and
III. In order to achieve sustainable development, environmental protection shall constitute an
integral part of the development process and cannot be considered in isolation from it.
The Criteria include numerous examples of project characteristics that employ these
sustainable development principles as a guide to applicants for meeting sustainable development criteria. Such an example included under the title of "Natural Resource
Management" is "ecosystem management - i.e., projects that adopt a comprehensive
approach to natural resource-management and environmental protection by implementing ecosystem management. " '
The BECC will recognize applicants in its certification documents whose projects
incorporate a large number of sustainable development characteristics. This recognition
may be especially important to applicants that are seeking grant funds. Some foundations
have indicated to the BECC that they are only interested in assisting projects that promote
sustainable development. The recognition given by the BECC to projects that incorporate
sustainable development ideals may be one of the only avenues to signify that a project has
met these goals.

35.
36.
37.
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V. BECC Certification Process
Once the Step II application is submitted, the BECC staff will begin a substantive
review of the application. The application will be evaluated based upon the Fundamental
Criteria that have been reviewed. In addition, the BECC will receive information from the
Advisory Council, as well as the applicant itself, concerning the public participation
process and support for the project in the community.
Unlike a legal proceeding under U.S. environmental law, the application submitted to
the BECC is never declared "administratively complete" prior to consideration by the
BECC Board. Based upon suggestions from BECC staff and the community, parts of the
application may change up until the time the project is submitted to the Board for
approval, i.e., 30 days before the Board meets.
Before the application is sent to the Board, a summary of the project will be prepared
by the BECC staff that indicates how the application meets the fundamental criteria under
each section. Under current regulations proposed by BECC staff, the project summary prepared for the Board will be made publicly available at least thirty days before the project is
submitted to the Board for approval. In addition, all projects that will be considered by the
Board will be posted on the agenda for the Board meeting made public thirty days in
advance of the Board meeting. While the Agreement does not specify that the meetings
where a vote on a particular project is taken must be held in public,' the Board has determined that all votes on projects will be public. The Rules of Procedure of the Board of
Directors specify that all decisions of the Board must be passed by a majority of the members appointed by each country." This rule assures that each project must have binational
support in order to be certified by the Board.
One of the obvious omissions in the certification procedure is the lack of a time
schedule for individual project applications to be reviewed. This issue was raised in public
comments and by members of the BECC Advisory Council. In the final revision of the
Criteria, however, no time schedule could be reliably forecast by the BECC staff. The staff
currently has little experience in reviewing project applications and it was difficult, if not
impossible, to project how long the review process would take for an individual application. As a result, the only commitment made for a response to the applicant in the Criteria
is to acknowledge receipt of the project application.4 After the staff has some experience in
evaluating applications, there will be a better basis to include a time line for applications in
subsequent revisions of the Criteria.
VI. Approval of First Projects
At its Board meeting in Brownsville, Texas on September 28, the Board certified its
first two projects, one on either side of the border. The first project was the approval of a
wastewater treatment plant in Brawley, California. The city has asked for approximately $8
million from NADBank out of a total $16 million project. The current plant is in violation
of California Department of Health Services (DOHS) standards and is subject to a compliance order from the state to upgrade the existing plant. The plan to develop a new treat-

38.
39.
40.
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ment plant has been underway for sometime, including public hearings on the proposed
project, but all of the financing had not been located. The availability of NADBank financing will enable Brawley to begin construction of the plant. NADBank is expected to have
its response to Brawley by the end of 1995.
The other project certified by the BECC was a wastewater treatment plant for the city
of Ensenada, Baja California, Mexico. Currently, the city discharges untreated waste directly into Ensenada Bay in the Pacific Ocean. The treated wastewater will be used for irrigation of a new irrigation district, thus reusing the water rather than discharging into the
Bay. Ensenada has requested approximately $8 million to complete the plant. NADBank is
currently processing the application.
VIi. Future BECC Developments
The next major hurdle for the BECC will be the development of guidelines for the

technical assistance program for applicants. The Agreement specifies that an applicant may
request assistance from the BECC in developing its application." The Step I application
divides requests for technical assistance into seven different categories, including: (1) funds
for Environmental Assessment studies; (2) technical feasibility and preliminary engineering
studies; (3) development of project final design; (4) economic and financial feasibility
study; (5) evaluation of social and sustainability aspects of the project; (6) planning of the
public outreach project; and (7) development of an operation and maintenance program."
The Criteria also suggest that funds for technical assistance in the form of grants may
be based upon a revolving fund that would be paid back to the BECC as part of the overall
loan package if the project is certified by BECC and financed by NADBankY3 The initial
funding for this revolving fund is still under discussion by both governments.
The development of the technical assistance program is crucial to the creation and
development of projects in the poorer communities. Many small communities and colonias
do not have the capital for the type of engineering design work required by the BECC in
order to begin the certification process. How this program is structured is of crucial importance to these communities and will in large measure determine the relevance of the BECC
to small communities. The development of the technical assistance criteria deserves the
same level of public input and scrutiny that was given to the Project Certification Criteria.
VIII. Conclusion
Despite some initial delays in establishing both the BECC and NADBank, both organizations are now well staffed and capable of fulfilling their original mission.- that of
addressing border infrastructure problems. The creation and passage of the Project
Certification Criteria by the BECC was certainly a threshold test that demonstrates that the
BECC may be able to address border needs through a public process that fairly evaluates
community needs. The process that the BECC used in creating the criteria has given the
BECC greater credibility in several ways. First, the BECC allowed for sufficient public
input in development of the criteria. The BECC not only solicited substantive public corn-
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ment but relied on public comments in the revisions to the Criteria. In addition, the
BECC's promise to reopen public comment after a year demonstrates the BEOC's willingness to refine the certification process involving public input. Second, the BECC adopted
the Criteria in an open public session that involved debate between Board members and
the public over the inclusion of sustainable development criteria. The adoption of sustainable development criteria after an open discussion convinced some observers that the
BECC was not deciding policy matters "in a back room" without public involvement.
Third, the final Criteria included a substantive community participation section that
demonstrated that projects will not be adopted without community support.
Despite the success of the passage of the Criteria, many challenges remain. The
NADBank has only now received its first two projects from the BECC. How the NADBank
evaluates and funds these proposals will provide a first look at how NADBank will actually
operate and what kind of financial terms that potential applicants can expect. For the
BECC, the development of the technical assistance rules will be some indication how the
BECC will relate to small communities. Until this program is fully developed, the full
extent of the BECC ability to address border infrastructure problems will not be known.
The BECC has received over one hundred projects on both sides of the border. How
the BECC and NADBank develop these projects in the next year will determine how effective these new organizations will be in addressing border infrastructure problems.
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FORMS
BECC
BORDER ENVIRONMENT COOPERATION
COMMISSION
STEP I
FORM FOR PRESENTING PROJECTS FOR CERTIFICATION

Date of Receipt by the BECC

Date of Submittal to the BECC

NAME AND TYPE OF PROJECr
1. NAME OF THEP o]rEcwr:

2. TYPEOF PRojzcr
Water Supply.
A. __
Wastewater Treatment.
B.
Solid Waste Management.
C.
D. ___Other Related Project.
PRIMARY APPLICANT INFORMATION
3. Nmmz or TH ORcAwAnON:_
Name of Contact Person:
Position:
Address:

ZIP CODE

State

CltY
Phone No.:

Fax:

E-mail Address:

CO-APPLICANT INFORMATION (IF APPLICABLE)
4. Name of the Organization:
Name of Contact Person:
Position:
Address:
City:
Phone No.:
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CONTRACTOR INFORMATION (IF APPLICABLE)
S.

NAME OF THE FIRM:
Name of Contact Person:
Position:
Address:
City:
Phone No.:
E-mail Address:

State:

ZIP CODE:
-

Fax:

GENERAL PROJECT INFORMATION
6.

LOCATION OF PROJECT SITE:

7.

NE

8.

DISTANcE FROM NEAREST CITY (IN MILES):

9.

POPULATION OF NEAREST CITY:

MEXICO

U.S.A._

FsT CITY:

STATE:

10. POPULATION BENEFITED:

11. Is PROJECT wrrITN THE BORDER REGION? (62 mi either side)

Yes

NO

12. IF THE ANSWER TO QUESTION 11 Is No: How does the Project Affect the Border Region?:

13. TYPE OF PROJECT: NEw SYSTEM, EXPANSION OR REHARILITATION OF CURRENT ONE?:
New

_

Expansion

_

Rehabilitation

14. ESTIMATED USEFUL LIFETIME OF THE PROJECT: _

years.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
15. Is TEcuNICAL ASSISTANCE REQUIRED?
Yes
No__
If the Answer is Yes, Indicate Type and Amount of Technical Assistance Required in Order
to Complete the Documentation Necessary for STEP 1:
a)
Environmental Assessment Study
b)
Tednical Feasibility and Preliminary Engineering Study
c) .
Development of Project Final Design
d)
Economic and riancial Feasibility Study
e)
Evaluation of Social and Snatainabity Aspects of the Project
) _
Planning the Public Outreach Program
g. .__evelopment of the Operation and Maintenance Program
h. ____ther
i)
Total

__$U.S.
._US.
SUS.
-_-$U.S.
_
SUS.
_SU.S.
__SU.S.
SU.S.
SUS.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT
A. IF THE PROJECT IS RELATED TO WATER SUPPLY, IT CONCERNS:
16. DEVELOPMENT OF A WATER SOURCE:

Yes

No

17. WATER TREATMENT:

Yes

No_

18. WATER DISTRIRUION:

Yes

No.

19. CONTROL OF SUPPLY IN DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM:

Yes___

No_

20. PUMP STATIONS AND SUMps:

Yes_--

No

21. WATER TRANSMISsiON LINES:

Yes

No

22. OTHER:
B. IF THE PROJECT IS RELATED TO WASTEWATER TREATMENT, IT CONCERNS:
23. TYPE OF WASTEWATER:

Municipal

_

Industrial

24. SEWER SYSTEM:

Yes

No

25. COLLECTOR TRUNK LINES:

Yes

No.

26. WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANTS:

Yes

No__

27. WATER REUSE:

Yes

No._

28. DISCHARGE OF TREATED WASTEWATER:

Yes

No._

29. TREATMENT OF WASTEWATER GENERATED SLUDGE:

Yes

No.

30. DISPOSAL OF WASTEWATER GENERATED SLUDGE.:

Yes_

31. OR:
C. IF THE PROJECT IS RELATED TO MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE, IT CONCERNS:

32. Recovery of Recyclable Materials:

Yes

33. TREATMENT OF MUNICIPAL SOLID WAST

-

No
Composting
Incineration

Power Generation
34. DISPOSAL OF MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE:
35. Other

-

Sanitary Landfill

_

No._
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D. IN CASE OF OTHER RELATED PROJECTS PLEASE INDICATE RELATIONSHIP:
36. PREVENTION, CONTROL OR REMEDIATION OF POLLUJTION CASES RELATEDTO:
Water Supply
Treatment of Wastewater
Municipal Solid Waste Disposal

Yes _
Yes___
Yes__

No
No_
No_

Indicate How the Project is Related to the Three Previously Mentioned Subjects:

PROJECT PLANNING INFORMATION
TME PROJECT ALREADY HAS COMPLETED:
37. ENVIRONmENTAL ASSESSMENT STUDY:
38. PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING STUDY:

Yes
Yes___

No
No

39. TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY STUDY

Yes__

No

40. ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY STUDY

Yes__

No

41. PRELIMINARY DESIGN:.

Yes,_

No

42. FINAL DESIGN

Yes

No

43. COST ANALYSIS

Yes

No

44. COST ESTIMATE FOR:
Fbial Design Development:
Construction of Facilities:
Operation & Maintenance (annual):
Financing Costs (annual):

$U.S.
$U.S.
$U.S.

45. ESTIMATE THE TIME REQUIRED FOR EXECUTION oF.
Planning:

Design:
Construction:

months

__months
months

Environmental Permits:
Preparation of Site:
Plant Start-up
Total rime Required:

months.
months.
months.
m..__nths
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No
46. HAVE POTENTIAL SOURCES OF FINANCING BEEN IDENTIFIED? Yes
Indicate Which and the Percentage that may be Contributed by each (mark all that apply):
...

MUNICIPAL
FEDERAL

%
%

_____STATE

%

NADBANK

.
PRIVATE BANK
WORLD BANK-%
NON-GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATIONS
___INTERAMERICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK
.
EQUITY
___%
___OTHER
__

_%

%
%

47. WHAT WILL BE THE SouRcE OF REVENUE FOR REPAYMENT OF THE LOANs? (mark all that apply):
a) Government__
d) Other
_

b) Serviced Users
e) In Process of Identification __

c) Industrial Clients

48. PUnLIC MEETINGS HAVE BEEN HELD IN TUE COMMUNrrv:

Yes

No__

49. PUnLIC PARTICIPATION PLAN HAS BEEN DEVELOPED:

Yes

No.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
50.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO PROVIDE:

The projects that will be presentedto the BECC should be sent to either one of thefollowing addresses:
In Mexico:

In the United States:

Apartado Postal
Apartado Postal 3114-J
Cd. Jukrez, Chihuahua
M6xico

Post Office Box
P.O. Box 221648
El Paso, TX 79913
USA

Telhfonos:(91-16) 29-2395
Fax: (91-16) 29-2397
Email: beccltsnet.com

Phone: (011-52-16) 29-2395
Fax: (011-52-16) 292397
Emai: beocl@ltsnet.com

Office Location:
Blvd. Tomis Femndez 57940, Torres Campestre, Piso 6
Cd. Juirez, Chihuahua
C.P.32470
Mxico
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